
  

  

Upcoming AGM on the 10th August 2021 

Due to current Covid lockdown restrictions for the Wollongong 

area, the meeting planned for the Blue Scope Steel visitors 

centre has been moved to “ON AIR” as per last month.  

 

Our last meeting 13th July 2021 

146.850 & 146.675MHz, VK2MT-R & VK2BGL-R Echolink 

On Air meeting due to Covid lockdown restrictions  
Review: 

Due to Covid lockdown restrictions, the IARS moved to ON AIR meetings once again.   

There was a very good response with many members, guests and listeners joining in. 

 

The reading of minutes, sharing of financials and general business was aired, with Rob VK2MT club 

president ensuring a glitch free operation. Not that Rob is not familiar with this kind of pressure ���� after 

all he has been looking after WIN television broadcasts for decades, thanks Rob, we will try and make it a 

harder challenge for you if there is a next time ����, you had it wayyyy too easy !  

 

After call ins and the general club business out of the way, it was over to the members for sharing some 

stories and having a chat.  

1. We had an update from Simon VK2KU on the noise canceller build who ordered 20PCB’s. To keep the 

costs of the kit down, the club will only pursue a 100Watt version. All components are now in stock for the 

build so that a total 15 kits to be made up for club members. Simon noted that data ports for Icom and 

Yaesu to be used for supply and PTT and members need to supply their own plugs if they wish to connect 



directly to the rig else they will have to use a separate 12Vdc power supply for the noise canceller. Plugs can 

be purchased via Minikits   

 Minikits have a huge range of amateur radio parts and toys for you especially if you are experimenting a lot, check 

them out www.minikits.com.au 

2. Tony VK2TS shared some information of recent 6m contacts and band openings. At times working VK4 and 

VK5 wth contacts even over the big pond into ZL by some amateurs. Tony also noted that besides 6m, 10 and 

12 meters have had good propagation.   

 

3. Steve VK2BGL shared the success and growth the Saturday morning East coast net. With the avg 

participation at 20+ talking and over 100 listeners across the globe as the net is linked via Ham conferencing.  

The VK2BGL-R net is not only on the Maddens – Knights Hill RF linkup but also on VK2RFS-R down the coast 

with another three repeater link ups. A vast coverage system.   

With overseas amateurs and ski reports from Jindabyne, the Saturday morning net is the place to be.   

 

Stations that called into the meeting, excludes listeners  

 

VK2AGV – just enjoying the net, filling out tax returns  

VK2MWK – connecting echolink, hope to be in Wollongong soon to catchup with everyone 

VK2HSR – first time joining the group looking forward to future meetings, thanked Ted, VK2ARA for help with studies 

VK2KU – New project coming up for the club members, Simon has designed a PCB made for the crowbar design by 

VK2KQB which will be available soon  

VK2BGL- good meeting won’t make the 80m net and hope to catchup with everyone on Saturday morning Net. 

VK2AAL – good evening all, signals from everyone very good 

VK2BBI- enjoying the meeting from my balcony in Bellambi using a simple Baofeng handheld  

VK2XQX- Good meeting, all good for the picnic location at Penrose 25th Sept , covid permitting  

VK2LDW – great meeting Rob MT, thank you 

VK2ARY- From Mollymook, almost blind at 94years old but still enjoying radio, like the idea of on air meetings 

VK2ZS- will not make the 80m net, broke antenna connections by mistake 

VK2EJL- Thanks to all on the net, everyone make sure they take care. Thanks to Ned VK2AGV for 2nd financials  

VK2KCT- great meeting, only thing missing are the nice cookies and cuppa 

VK2XIC- thanks to all for running the meeting, congrats to Rob MT and Keith KQB for Harry angel results 

Vk2FDSD- covid lockdown at home from work, been working for 20 years at Greenacres now 

KF0FDV- thank you for the welcome to join the meeting, great to talk to everyone in Australia, anyone is invited to 

join us in the USA 

And well noted Cliff, we all are missing the nice cuppa with chocolate biscuits ����, Hopefully we will return back to 

the usual meeting place sooner than later.  

With that, the meeting concluded with Rob VK2MT thanking all members and guests for attending, noting that the 

next meeting would be the AGM.  

 



NEXT MEETING ……….  10th August 2021  

146.850 & 146.675MHz, VK2MT-R & VK2BGL-R Echolink 

 

 

 
 

Sadly, due to the Covid restrictions on meetings the Snowball raffle 

has been put on hold 

 

                   

 



 

Next time you chat to one of these stations, you may get a better idea of what it looks like. We promise to bring back 

the IARS famous SHACK CRAWL once this pesky covid takes a back seat   

(Picture layouts to suit photos sent in)  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

              

     

Arthur advised his station is Complete with DX antenna ���� 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Thanks to all who submitted pictures and we hope to get back to normal soon for our famous shack crawl  

If you have not submitted pictures yet, please send in for next month’s propagator 

 



Don’t forget the two weekly IARS nets as below 

            to the    IARS NETS       Echolink  

 

 

IARS Tuesday evening weekly 80m NET on 3.666MHz at 8.30pm hosted by Mal VK2DXM and Rob VK2MT 

   

Don’t forget to join us every Tuesday evening, expect the second Tuesday of the month for a great get together on 

80m. Signal reports, news and general discussions are the agenda. All you need is 1 x HF rig, Piece of wire + tuner, 

good cuppa and good  chair.  

There have been some really good conversations so if you are bored on Tuesday evenings, pop in for a chat.  

 

Saturday Morning EAST COAST NET hosted by Steve VK2BGL  

 

You are invited to join Steve every Saturday at 9.30am on our 146.850MHz repeater (linked to 146.675MHz) or 

VK2BGL-R on Echolink for a very enjoyable morning of general discussions from amateurs who log in from all over 

the world.  This is a great net which is growing in popularity due to the wide range of subjects that get discussed.   

 

 

 

 

Looking to Upgrade your Foundation or Standard licence? 

 

As mentioned previously, let 2021 be the year. The IARS has two options, Ted VK2ARA who is our club tutor and the 

Radio and electronic school or both ����. Your society supports further learning, please find out more on how we can 

help you.  

We also have approved AMC assessors that can assess remotely if Covid restrictions are not lifted and can get your 

upgrade fast tracked. Please email iars.keithb@gmail.com or return email if you wish to receive more information on 

how the IARS can help you achieve this goal in 2021. 

           
 

 

The RES is a non-for-profit school helping amateurs obtain their licences and has been assisting for many years 

 



Membership fees  
 

We still have many membership payments outstanding and are hoping that we can get this all settled before the 

next meeting. The IARS membership fees are still one of the lowest at $25.00 normal, $20 concession. This relates 

to $2.20 per month, for 11 meetings 

 

 

 

 Your membership fees keep your club operational, please support your club. 

All monies from our interest on investment, donations and membership fees goes to support the club with Public 

liability insurances, Repeater maintenance, Repeater site fees, Blue scope meeting hall rental, IARS call signs with 

the ACMA, Coffee, tea & refreshments, Outings & picnics and Christmas dinner. Excellent value for money!!!! 

 

We want to thank the members who have paid membership and 

the donations we received this year, much appreciated.   

 

 

To make payments please use the bank account due to face to face meeting not 

happening, please add your call sign or name with the payment, thank you.  

Bank: IMB Wollongong 

Account name: Illawarra Amateur Radio Society 

BSB: 641800 

Account number: 100023291 



REPEATERS  

     
     VK2RUW (Knights Hill)                                VK2RMP (Maddens Plains) 

STATUS 
 438.225 with a - 5MHz offset. Currently off air due to local interference at the repeater site, working on a 

solution  

 146.975 with a -600kHz offset NO CTCSS,  C4FM enabled OK 

 146.850 with a – 600kHz offset (linked to 146.675) NO CTCSS OK 

 146.675 with a – 600kHz offset (linked to 146.850) NO CTCSS OK  

 53.650Mhz with a – 1Mhz offset 123Hz CTCSS (or key PTT 5 times to open squelch) OK 

 438.725Mhz with a -5mHZ offset DMR only OFF AIR due to upgrades and improvements  

 1296.850Mhz Beacon with simplex repeater function – OK 

 

 

The IARS welcomes any feedback on our repeater systems. 

 

 

Please send all your feedback to iars.keithb@gmail.com and it will be 

passed on to our repeater team.   
 

 

Any donations to help us maintain our great repeater system will be greatly appreciated. Please check 

our banking details on our website at www.iars.org.au  under the Contact details page. 

As reference of the donation please add your Call sign and the words “Repeater Donation” 



 

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING to SWAP, BUY, SELL, an OLD PART 

Parts you may need for repairs or some radio gear you no longer need 

that could go to a new home………..?  
Email secretary@iars.org.au or iars.keithb@gmail.com 

                                                         

 

Disposables Donation Table (on hold during COVID) 

Each meeting we have the disposables table with items donated to the club. 

Please keep the support for this going and bring oddities in and take some home for a small donation to 

the IARS.  

With the next meeting please bring along an donate those old items that you no longer use and may even 

have thought about throwing it in the bin, someone else may be looking for that very part.  

Wire, pieces of coax, old parts, plug packs, power supplies, capacitors, resistors, coils, tubes, knobs, 

anything that someone can use. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Share it with us, this could be suggestions, technical ideas, 

circuit diagrams, IARS community projects, pictures of your 

latest shack project  
Let us know by return email or secretary@iars.org.au  

 

Also, if you have some IARS related pictures or information that we can put on the IARS 

website, please let us know and we can get that happening.  

 

Patch Panel vs Switches and relays, VK2KQB 

 
 

I would like to share this idea with everyone,  a few amateurs I know of have gone down this path, including 

myself, only to come out with a better solution.  This may not be for everyone, but if you have lots of rigs, tuners, 

gadgets, meters, amplifiers and antennas, then this may be a solution that you have been looking for. If you have 

problems with cables looking like spaghetti, then this is definitely for you.  

I have been down the road many times doing comparative performance testing of a particular antenna, rig and amp 

or trying to feed through a power meter to check a rig output. Having coaxial spaghetti all over the place, 

disconnecting the back of one rig to connect into the back of another, feeding to a dummy load and a power meter 

can become a task, especially when you want to quickly change to another rig or device.  



 I must have got tangled up a few times and to honest, it became a real pain in the rear end ����. 

  Thinking about how one could make this eaiser led me to relays and switches. This worked for a while, but I found 

that even the greatest combination of switches and relays did not give me the solution I was looking for, probably 

because I have too many antennas, radios and gadgets ���� 

I decided that a RF patch panel was what I needed, this gave me the opportunity to have meters, tuners and dummy 

loads permanently connected to my patch panel and to be used at lib.    

This is great for selecting anything in your shack with a patch cable, within seconds.  

Testing the patch panel with my trusty Rohde & Swartz FSH 3GHz analyser, the insertion losses with a patch cable 

and connectors were less than 1dB across 150kHz to 3GHz. The relays and switches were over 2 dB insertion loss and 

in some case over 3dB @ 1.2GHz. 

There are a few options in manufacture, I used a 3mm aluminium plate supported with aluminium angle across the 

top and bottom edges to ensure that it was mechanically sound for pushing and pulling. I also made the size to suit 

rack style mounting, however you can do any panel you like for any enclosure. 

Try to keep the panel metallic and apply a good solid earth to this mounting panel. 

 

Good quality (non Ebay ����) BNC through connectors  

Once you have selected the correct panel, drill holes to suit the connector picture above and ensure you leave 

enough room for your fingers to fit side by side allowing you to unclip the connectors with ease.  (My first panel 

mistake ����with my fat fingers) You could use a direct coaxial crimp type BNC socket for the back connections, but 

then you are stuck with the choices of equipment used at the back. Yes you can get RG213 to BNC plugs.   

By using the BNC through connector allows easy  changes at the back. The BNC connector is a very good connector, 

don’t be fooled by the bad rap they get from people who have no idea. The good connectors, not cheap rubbish 

ones, have a very low insertion loss and can operate up to 400Watts HF (316W @ 1GHz) without a problem with 

SWR levels below 3:1, which you don’t want to have anyway.  

Electrical specification of the BNC connectors Amphenol  

 

If you need any further information please contact me at iars.keithb@gmail.com  



After the last presentation, we had a big interest in the crowbar protection and our PCB wizard Simon VK2KU came 

up with a PCB layout to suit the circuit within a few days, thank you Simon.  

 

 

For $10 to members, the IARS can supply these parts, which includes the SCR above, 48Amp SCR CS45-12IO1 and a 

PCB to fit the parts onto 

If you require the prepack bag of parts, please send order to iars.keithb@gmail.com .  

 

 

Crowbar circuit below 

 
This circuit can be connected directly behind the radio or at the power supply. 

 

 

 

 



9cm  experiments Rob VK2XIC  

  
 

My first test transmission on 9cm form my car bonnet- see photo above . 

 

I have always had a desire to play in the weird world of bands like 23, 13 and 9cm. 

These bands have one thing in common, you can tune up, listen and you don’t even hear crickets. There 

in lies the challenge... 

Having been successful with the 23 and 13cm bands I decided late last year to take another step and 

move up to frequencies ranging from 3.3000 – 3.4000GHz. 

To have an idea of what the size of a 6 Element Yagi looks like at these frequencies (see photos) not 

very big. 

You can see from the photos I was operating portable; I had set up at Kanahooka Point with the 

hope of working Darrell VK2BLS, at Mt Warragal and Ted VK2ARA at Unanderra. 

The 6 Element Yagi was connecter directly to the transverter, no loss in the transmission there. The 

little Baofeng being the IF stage was set at 430.100MHz FM. 

We were using two metres as our liaison frequencies, made contact there and proceeded with the 

test. I was able to hear Darrell’s beacon sending Morse Code on CW so me being on FM his sounded like 

a rusty nail. I call him and we made contact very easily. Our contact was 59 both ways. As for my 

contact with Ted, I didn’t even hear the crickets! 

As for Darrell he and Ted had no problems working each other, but they were using a converted grid 

pack. 

The next move is for me to convert an old grid pack used for TV. I have started with this and will 

share the outcomes in next month’s Propagator. 

73 

Rob VK2XIC 

Thank you for sharing Rob, if anyone has similar radio adventure stories for our future Propagators, please send info 

to iars.keithb@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 



Upcoming events ……………………………………………………… 
 

International Lighthouse Lightship Weekend. 

00.01 UTC 21st August to 24.00 UTC 22nd August 2021 (48 hours) ... 7th as their National Lighthouse 

Day and during that first week in August 

https://illw.net 

There was an opportunity for IARS members to register with David VK2LDW to have a joint lighthouse 

weekend with the MSCARC. However, Due to Covid lockdown restrictions this may not be possible 

anymore. The IARS will do their best to keep everyone informed closer to the time  
 

Remembrance Day Contest 

Next contest 14th & 15th August 2021 

This contest commemorates the Amateurs who died during World War II and is designed to encourage 

friendly participation and help improve the operating skills of participants. It is held on the weekend 

closest to the 15th August, the date on which hostilities ceased in the southwest Pacific area.A perpetual 

trophy is awarded annually to the Australian state or territory with the best performance. The name of the 

winning State or Territory is inscribed on the trophy, and that State or Territory then holds the trophy for 

12 months. The winning State or Territory is also given a certificate, as are leading entrants. 

https://www.wia.org.au/members/contests/rdcontest/ 

 

2021 Harry Angel Contest results  

 

IARS members take first and third places 

 
A big congratulations goes to Rob McKnight VK2MT for taking out FIRST place in the 

recent Harry Angel Sprint. Well done Rob!  
Keith VK2KQB coming in at third place puts two members from the IARS on the top of the contest.  

 

2021 Trans Tasman Results  

 

Although the IARS did not have any winners in the top 3 of this contest, the IARS had the most entrants 

from a single Club, a very good showing everyone well done. VK2TS, VK2MT, VK2FO, VK2KQB.  

Thanks to the other IARS members that came in to give some points 



Joint Picnic 25th September 2021 

 

IARS Remote station clubhouse Bundanoon 
 

The IARS and MSCARC will again be having a combined picnic and fox hunt on the 25th September 2021 

weather and Covid 19 permitting. Pencil this date into your diary, we will be sending out more 

information closer to the time. 

Don’t miss this opportunity as there will be a great opportunities to hone your DF tracking skills in at this 

location.  

We will be notifying members closer to the time if Covid 

restrictions continue  

 

Upcoming meeting presentations ……………………………. 
 

 

 August  2021 : AGM with some ON AIR SHOW & TELL. Due to Covid restrictions we will be 

having the meeting on air.  

 

  September  2021 : SDR (Software Defined Radio) Evening, we look at this technology and 

how it is growing among AR operators. Covid restriction dependant  

 

 October 2021 : Our Annual Trivia evening, with great prizes and laughs to be had.  

 

 Novemebr  2021 : The famous IARS auction night with our host Simon VK2XQX, letting us 

get away with some great bargains.  

 

 December  2021 : Pizza night dinner with a show and tell, perhaps a surprise this year �  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Please send in your funnies to iars.keithb@gmail.com 

  

  
 

 
Thank you Doug, Simon and Peter 

 

That’s all for now, hopefully catch you all on 146.850MHz, 10th August 2021   

Stay Safe  

 

73’s 

Keith VK2KQB 

IARS Secretary   

 

IARS, Amateur Radio in the Illawarra since 1948 


